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High concept

I

Do you enjoy watching large scale sci-fi starship battles, as seen in Star Wars or Star Trek?
Then Valkra is certainly the game for you! Valkra is the first space shooter introduced to the
genre MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena). Valkra is an epic online multiplayer strategic
RPG shooter comprised of; two teams of players, each controlling a single individual squad of
Galactic Fighters known as a "Valkra". In the squad, each player will control as the squad’s
captain while controlling the rest of his/her companions through actions in battle. The objective:
To defeat the opposing team by destroying their mothership or accomplishing the given
objective depending on the scenario. Waves of AI-controlled fighters known as Interceptors are
sent to assist the players and will attempt to reach the enemies Mothership. Both Motherships
are at a far distance to one another and are defended by stations that act as defensive
structures protecting the path to the Mothership and the Mothership itself. This is a game, in
which many different strategies/tactics may be implored. However, the key concept of the game
is simply: Teamwork. The individual will find it extraordinarily difficult to pursue victory on his/her
own accord without the support of the whole team.

Market targeting

II

Target marketing of Valkra is intended for player thirteen and up, whom enjoy strategy games.
Valkra might appeal to the consumer who enjoys challenges, tactical play, and online PvP.
Valkra also targets the heavy sci-fi RPG fans and also flight simulated shooter fans. Valkra's
gameplay is easy to understand and has a shallow learning curve. The system allows new
players to adapt to the concept/gameplay quickly and with ease. Yet at the same time provides
an exceptional challenge to players who truly want to master the game. With many experiences
to encounter, Valkra entices the player to reprise their roles time and time again, in attempt to
truly harness the most effective strategies and tactics needed for total victory; in other words; To
become the masters of the battlefield.

Goals of valkra

III

• Complete goal(s)

By default, the complete goal of Valkra is to work as a team and reach the opposing Mothership
and destroy it before the enemy players destroy the player’s ally Mothership. There also can be
different scenarios selectable by the host with a similar or completely different goal. Completing
each game will result on scores recorded on the player’s online account shared to others. Also
players can get achievement awards for every battle for examples like killing the most or less
deaths, this is also added to the player’s account.

• Mid goals

Each player should focus on leveling up and upgrading their squad to become strong to move
forward. Learning enemy Valkra’s abilities and figuring out tactics and strategies against them
will be a great advantage to focus on. Destroying and defending defense stations and also
destroying other players and their squads are a key aspect at this point.

• Short goals

In Valkra, there are multiply short goals to account for. Players should keep notice of their shield
(health) and energy of their fighter. Players will also best need to understand their abilities and
plan ahead for further ideas for upgrades. During the beginning, players will have to be caution
because of the lack of stats at the beginning and focus on gaining quick experience by
destroying hostile Interceptors.

Key features

IV

• Valkra squads and captains
Valkra (vulk-era):
A term in the universe symbolizing elite tactical squadrons around the universe trained to handle special operations and warfare
using trained tactics and abilities that falls outside standard pilots.

A Valkra is an elite air tactical squad from all over the universe trained to handle special
operations and tactics in air combat. In Valkra, the main role of the player revolves around the
captains of Valkras. All players will pick and control a captain assigned with a team of powerful
fighters that they will fully control through commands during the battle. Players will have a large
selection of Valkra captains to choose from each with different squads of special fighters.
Commonly, Valkras is a squad of five including the captain but depending on the some captains,
some squads will have larger or smaller number of squad members. Each Valkra Captains has
a profile description and story about their background and why they join the war. There are
many different types of Valkra squads ranging from human race to many different races of
aliens all over the universe. Some Valkra Captains will have history with one another. This will
be shown during battle while they talk through a pop up communication screens. Some can be
friendly talks while some can be hostile either an ally or enemy. Captains will also show some
social personality through the communication screen with comments involving the battle. All
Valkra Squads have a role or class that is important for different situations.
Class
Tanker
Destroyer
Destructor
Supporter
Chaser

Description
A class high on shield (HP) but lacks power (damage) and energy
(points for abilities).
A class high on power but lacks shield and energy.
A class high on energy but lacks power and shield.
A class high on supporting and disabling abilities but lacks on all stats.
A class with higher rate of fire, base speed, and mobility abilities but
lacks on all stats.

Mock-Up Screen:
Character Selection
Screen

• Valkra squad members

In Valkra, players are assigned a squad ranging from different numbers depending on the
squad’s captain. The Captain, who each player control will be followed by an individual team
controlled through commands given and assisting the captain of the squad at all time. The
squad members of Valkra will follow the player through out the battle. Members of the squad
can die and will respawn back once the player returns back to the ally Mothership. Squad
members during combat will follow their captain “player” and assist them during combat. Player
will receive money and experience for every hostile their squad members destroy and player
can upgrade the whole squad by adding attribute points or buying parts for individual members.
The player can command their squad through the PS headset or through controller commands.
They can attack all hostile in site, attack targeted, or attack all Valkras. They can also defend all
allies in site, defend targeted, defend station, defend all ally Valkras, or defend the captains.
Through out battle the members will communicate with their captain for help if in need, points of
interest, warnings, or just to talk.

• Valkra’s galactic fighter

Every different squad has different Galactic Fighters. Some may look like your practical sci-fi
fighter while some can look very bio or even some will look alien-like. Galactic fighters each
have different abilities and tactical advantages over other fighters. All fighters have a basic laser
torrent that’s damage is implemented by their stat and can be improved. The basic laser torrent
has unlimited shots but has an over heating system. If the torrent is use to it’s fully limit, the
fighters will have to wait until its cools down completely before use again. The fighters will auto
aim at one enemy within its crosshair making easier to continuously keep aim at an enemy
target. All Valkra squads have a different type of fighters each with different stats and abilities
that can upgraded. The player controlled fighter “the captain’s” is fairly stronger than its fellow
squad members. Valkra’s gameplay involves strengthening up each individual squad of fighters
and have two primary ways to upgrade. The squads all have different stats and can be

upgraded by buying new parts back at their mothership. Fighters can also upgrade their abilities
and stats by leveling up by getting experience in combat. Applying a stat will contribute towards
the player’s whole squad.
Galactic Fighter Stats:
Attribute Stats Description
Shield
Increases health and health recovery per millisecond.
Power
Increases torrent damage and overheating recovery per millisecond.
Energy
Increases energy and energy recover per millisecond.
Velocity
Increases torrent’s rate of fire.
Speed
Increases fighter’s base speed

• Galactic fighter abilities

Each squad will have different abilities. There will be four basic abilities and an ultimate ability
for a single squad of Valkra. Most abilities cost energies per use and has period of time before
used again known as cool down. Some abilities are passive and will not cost anything at all.
Abilities can either be projectiles or activates upon user. Most abilities are assigned to the
captain’s fighter but some abilities are only assigned to their squad members. So if the player
loses all or some members of their squad, they will not be able to access the full potential or
abilities at all. All abilities have different levels can be upgraded by leveling up.
Examples:
Abilities
Holographic
Illusions: Level 1

Energy
120

Cool Down
130

Photonic Cannon:
Level 1

95

60

Plasma Strikes:
Level 1

100

120

• Leveling up

Description
Creates 2 hologram images of the Captain’s
fighter that will fly in different directions to
confuse enemies. Images last for 20
seconds.
Charges up for 2 seconds and fires a large
beam for 3 seconds. Photonic Cannon deals
200 damages to any enemies it hits
The Valkra will all dive and launch a bomb
towards the area of the captain’s crosshair.
Each bomb will deal an all around damage of
50 to any hostile station or units.

Leveling up improves the squad’s stats and damage it can inflict each shot. Valkras will receive
money and experience for destroying hostile AI Interceptors and larger amount of money and
experience for destroying hostile player’s and their squad’s fighters. All squads will have a
maximum of forty levels and eight equipments on each member’s fighter, so figuring the best
upgrades for battle is important. When leveled up, players have the chose of upgrading a basic
ability or add five individual points to any stats to their squad’s fighter. Ultimate ability can only
be upgraded every ten levels.

• Fighter parts and items

Using money, players can buy and add new parts to
strengthen up a member of their squad’s fighter. Not only
will the player be able to upgrade their fighter with parts,
they also upgrade each individual fighter of their squad
with purchased parts. There will be lots of different types
of parts to buy back at their ally mothership. Buying parts
that suit one’s fighter is an important tactical element of
the scenario. Items are usable parts that will be removed
once used.
Fights can obtain up to 8 slots for new parts.

• The mothership and defense stations

Valkra pits two teams of players against each other, the Republic and Monarchy. The objective
of Valkra is to destroy the Mothership of the other team for the default scenario. Both teams of
player’s squad and waves of AI-controlled fighters, Interceptors start from their Mothership
which is a large battle spaceship. Back at the player’s Mothership is also where players can buy
parts and items revive dead squad members, and recover any damage taken from battle. They
can also upgrade non controlled units like the Interceptors and defense stations. Both
Motherships start of at one end and each ship is defended by defense stations that are powerful
floating stations that will shoot anything that is within range. The Mothership will have multiple
machineguns that will fire at any hostiles engages it in site. Throughout time the Motherships
and defense stations very slowly flies towards the other end until it reaches the close to the
middle shorting the length of the distance of travel. If the team works well defending their station
they’ll have their stations surrounding the enemy’s ship as she moves forward. This well help
end the game sooner if the game taking hours to end.

General layout
Circles = defense stations
Lines = routes of Interceptors

After a two hours of gameplay

Small circles = new positions of defense stations if survive
Pink circle = defense station of either team

• Valkra versus valkra

Destroying the other players’ and their squads of Galactic Fighters are a key element to Valkra.
Throughout the game, players will continuously encounter opposing players and their squads.
The maximum players of both team for Valkra is eight. Valkra is a highly team oriented game
and players can learn combinations of abilities, strategies, and tactics as an advantage against
their enemies. Once a player’s fighter is destroyed, they will have a wait time upon respawn
depending on their squad’s level. Any squad members alive will retreat back the ally Mothership
and wait upon the captains respawn. During waiting for respawn, player may cycle their camera
views of their ally players. During the game, players can communicate through the PS headset
of through a quick communication system that opens a picture of the Valkra Captain in the
fighter for their teammates requesting what the player commands the character to say. This
creates a real feeling of communication within the player’s fighters.

• Swarm of interceptors

Throughout Valkra, most of the time players will see swarms of Interceptors battling out. They’ll
fly around one another shooting each other until they destroy all the opposing Interceptors
within their site and they will continue moving towards the enemy Mothership until they
encounter another hostile. When they encounter defense towers they will surround it and orbit it
and fire until they all die or destroy it. Interceptors will aid a player and their squad if they are
getting shot at by another hostile squad. Interceptors are important to gather quick experience
from and use to push towards the enemy Mothership.

• Flight simulation and control

Unlike modern flight simulators, Galactic Fighters can to turn quickly and can strafe left and
right to give an easier chasing mechanic. The fighters cannot stop but can slow down. The
crosshair will always be center to go straight and moving the crosshair will change the direction
the fighter is heading.

• Sufferings of war

The penalties the player must avoid during battle:
• If player the gets hit their shield (health) will decrease depending on the hit’s damage
• If the player loses their entire shield they will become destroyed and must wait upon a
respawn time before entering the battle again.
• Death will be added to the in game score board.
• Death respawn starts with a penalty of 40 seconds and each level adds 4 seconds to the
penalty resulting in a total of 3 minutes and 40 second at max level
• If player dyes they will lose a certain amount of currency depending on their bounty and
will be given to the opponents that destroy him/her.
• Bounty currency starts off small and will rise upon a destroying other players and
squads. Bounty will reset once player with bounty is destroyed.
• If player loses a squad member, they will be penalizing with losing money.
• If ally Mothership is destroy, player has lost and is penalized with a lost with the record
of their score in their online account record.
• Players will receive negative achievement awards in a game towards their online
account at the end of every battle if they:

Examples:
• Shortest time of survival
• Dying the most

• Spoils of war

The rewards the player receives during battle:
• Player will receive small amount of experience points and money for destroying hostile
Interceptors.
• Player will receive medium amount of experience points and money for destroying
hostile Valkra squad members.
• Player will receive large amount of experience points and money for destroying hostile
Valkra captains.
• Experience points are divided “evenly” with all ally players around.
• Player that destroy the Valkra captains or members will receive higher amount of money
will assisting players will also receive a lesser amount.
• All ally players will receive large amount of money for destroying a hostile defense
station and receive a communication from the successful Valkra.
• Certain amount of experience points result in leveling up abilities and stats of one’s
squad and increases amount as level progresses.
• Money enables player to purchase upgrade parts and items for ones squad.
• Destroying Interceptors, defense stations, Valkra members, and Valkra captains will be
added to an in game score board.
• Destroying the hostile Mothership will result in winning the game.
• Winning the game, player will receive a win with the record of their score in their online
account.
• Players will receive achievement awards in a game towards their online account at the
end of every battle if they:
Examples:
• Killing the most Valkras
• Longest killing spree
• All players accounts records can be seen and shared to others at the end of the game
and can also be reset if pleased.

Controls

V

• Flying a galactic fighter on the PS3 /
XBOX
PS headsets compatible.

• Flying a galactic fighter on the PC

Camera

3rd	
  person	
  view	
  

VI

Valkra is a 3rd person chase
camera with an adjustable
distance. The green border for the
crosshair will always be in the
center and the fighter will move
around the border as the player
controls its movement. The yellow
crosshair will always center if
heading straight and adjusting its
location will change the fighter’s
direction. The camera may be able
to freely turn around for a while
and will automatically center back
to the front. There will be a mini
map for the player to navigate
with and high lighted trackers
along the centre and sides of the
screen to indicate hostile and ally
Valkras around for easier tracking.

Visual style

VII

Valkra is heavily base on science-fiction space fighters and space stations. Valkra will have a
surreal realistic visual style, highly based on high tech space fighters and different races of
aliens and alien fighters.

Critical analysis

VIII

Valkra was compared against three different types of competitors. Valkra is compared against
Star Fox 64, Defense of the Ancients, and Tom Clancy’s Hawx.
competitor

featurE

Valkra’s feature

Star Fox 64

-Fun and easy to play
-single player mode
-multiplayer mode
-easy control
-computer teammates
-scrolling shooter

-multiplayer oriented
-serious gameplay
-players as teammates
-Flight simulated style

Defense Of
The Ancients

-many unique hero
-many unique skills
-team oriented
-different modes

-different characters
-unique abilities
-different scenario for
battles

Hawx

-realist flying simulated
-unique auto targeting
-different weapons
-modern high altitude
warfare
-single player oriented game

-attempt for a futuristic
flight simulation
-different abilities
-sci-fi space warfare
-multiplayer oriented
game

W hy Valkra is
better
-focus on strategy
-team oriented game
-focus on upgrades
-serious
-can be played many times
and results of battle will
always be different.
-more characters
-shooter instead of and RTS
style
-More action
-more realistic
-better graphics
-different terrains
-involves strategies
-involves skills to aim
instead of fully auto
targeting
-different unique fighters
-more action
-better multiplayer to keep
players interested

IX

Contact info
Joeson Yu
Portfolio: joesonyu.com
Email: jy@joesonyu.com

